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The new MonTana ULTRa wIDe 750ML

The newest member to arrive in the Montana Cans family is the 750ml ULTRA WIDE can. An ideal tool for contemporary 
urban calligraphy and ultra wide line work, the ULTRA WIDE can comes in Chrome and Black with a spray width va-
riation from 15cm if applied rapidly at close range, to apx. 60cm if applied slower at a greater distance to the desired 
surface. Complimented by a specially developed yellow Ultra Wide calligraphy spray cap which is set in a horizontal 
spray position, users are able to maximize vertical stroke application and achieve a higher vertical spray reach of upto 
2m higher then final stroke height. Maximum output can be achieved with Montana ULTRA WIDE CHROME. Due to 
high pressure beware of wide output and counterstroke!  Surface area can be covered in exceptionally fast time. Do 
not spray near any electrical power sources!
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N O W  AVA I L A B L E !



 GEnERaL  InfoR Mat Ion :                      

product name Montana ULtRa WIDE 750ml 

color assortment Chrome        Black

applicable on almost any surface

valve system special male valve system

Made in  GERManY        

 ChaR aCtER Ist ICs                       

pressure level Ultra high-pressure 

spray width min. 15cm / max 60cm / BEWaRE of WIDE oUtPUt!

spray distance apply slowly at a greater distance (approx. 1,2m) for max. spray width (60cm)
 apply rapidly at close range (30cm) for  thinner lines ( 15cm)

 safEtY:                      

Safety conforms to astM D-4236 

Manufactorer‘s Certificates Iso 14001:2004, Iso 9001:2008, Iso 14001:2004 

 

 PaC kaG InG /  LaBEL InG :                                            

container dimension diameter: 65mm / height: 320mm (without cap)

content/ weight 750ml/ 590g/ nEt / 21 oZ.

Identification marking Extremely flammable, harmful

 RECoMMEnDED  EqU IPMEnt:                                            

spray cap yellow ULtRa WIDE Cap for male valve system 

protection Montana black latex gloves, respirator
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